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here’s the rub
Facial Radiance is an 

all-natural beauty treat 
that’s a terrific alternative to 
product-heavy treatments. 

Practitioners use no products 
other than an essential 

oil – and clients receive an 
indulgent and gentle face, 

head, and shoulder massage. 
Afterwards, your skin is left 

genuinely radiant and perky. 
See facialradiance.co.nz  

for nearby practitioners. 

+beauty
Moisturiser for seriously thirsty 
skin, extra BattaBle lashes,  
protection for  your Blonde  
locks, and high shine lipgloss.
By shelley howells

where there’s smoke... 
Dynamic singer/songwriter Beth Ditto is the 

inspiration behind MAC’s latest collection. It’s 
all about the dark smoky eyes, lavish lashes, 
and vibrant splashes of poppy colour. It’s fun, 

theatrical, and maybe just 
a teeny bit scary.

parisian pizzazz 
Guerlain’s Pucci Collection combines the 

Parisian luxury of Guerlain cosmetics 
with the print pizzazz of Emilio Pucci. The 

collection includes Terra Azzura Bronzing 
Powder & Blush, $172, and the Meteorites 

Perlex D’Azur powder pearls, $144.

going batty
Give some extra va-va-vamp to your lash-
batting with a pair of QVS Natural Lashes 
Feather Effects falsies, $14.99.

kiss of life
Estee Lauder’s new Pure Colour High 

Gloss, $45, nourishes your pout while making 
it look lush, bright, and oh-so-glossy. It’s long-

wearing and non-sticky, too. 

Not fade 
away
Pureology takes on the 
challenge of caring for 
blonde-coloured hair with 
the Perfect 4 Platinum 
range, from $36. It includes 
shampoo, conditioner, a repair 
mask, and a “filler” spray 
that creates fuller hair. It is 
said to slow fade, strengthen 
weakened hair, and protect 
bleach-damaged locks, 
leaving tresses nourished, 
shiny, and smooth.

skin 
quencher 

Clinique’s Moisture 
Surge has been 

nourishing skin since 
1988. Now, there’s 
Moisture Surge 
Intense, $89, for 
seriously thirsty 
skin. It both 

moisturises 
and protects. 


